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Abstract: Within the last decade, vitamin D has emerged as a central regulator of host
defense against infections. In this regard, vitamin D triggers effective antimicrobial
pathways against bacterial, fungal and viral pathogens in cells of the human innate immune
system. However, vitamin D also mediates potent tolerogenic effects: it is generally
believed that vitamin D attenuates inflammation and acquired immunity, and thus potentially
limits collateral tissue damage. Nevertheless, several studies indicate that vitamin D
promotes aspects of acquired host defense. Clinically, vitamin D deficiency has been
associated with an increased risk for various infectious diseases in epidemiological studies;
yet, robust data from controlled trials investigating the use of vitamin D as a preventive or
therapeutic agent are missing. In this review, we summarize the current knowledge
regarding the effect of vitamin D on innate and acquired host defense, and speculate on the
difficulties to translate the available molecular medicine data into practical therapeutic or
preventive recommendations.
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1. Introduction
The pivotal role of vitamin D in the regulation of calcium homeostasis and bone health has been
known since long ago. However, it was later discovered that the vitamin D receptor (VDR) is
functional in tissues that are not involved in calcium metabolism [1]. In fact, microarray analyses
indicate that vitamin D regulates, directly or indirectly, up to 5% of the human genome and induces
physiologic responses in ≥36 different cell types [1,2]. A renewed interest in novel vitamin D
functions resulted in an enormous number of publications addressing these extra-skeletal effects of
vitamin D in the last decade, including the effect on the human immune system and infectious diseases
(Figure 1). Hossein-nezhad and colleagues recently showed that vitamin D supplementation in vivo
regulated the expression of 291 genes in white blood cells, known to interfere with more than 160
distinct biological pathways. Among these genes, those associated with immunological responses had
a prominent position, supporting the idea of vitamin D as an important immune regulator [3].
Despite labeled as a “vitamin”, in fact, vitamin D is a secosteroid hormone. Thus, beside the
possibility of nutritional intake from cod liver oil, fatty fishes (e.g., salmon and tuna), eggs and vitamin
D-fortified products, the main source of vitamin D is synthesis in the skin from 7-dihydroxycholesterol
upon UVB irradiation. In this instance, the pandemic occurrence of vitamin D deficiency, which
affects approximately one billion people in the world, is considered a consequence of our predominantly
urbanized indoor lifestyle [4]. Both sun-induced and dietary vitamin D are hydroxylated firstly to
25-hydroxy-vitamin D (25D), mainly in the liver, by cytochrome P450 enzymes as the CYP27a1- and
CYP2r1-hydroxylases [5]. Then, 25D is modified by the 25-hydroxyvitamin D-1-α-hydroxylase
(CYP27B1), mainly in the kidney, to generate bioactive 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (1,25D). Both 25D
and 1,25D are transported in the blood linked to the vitamin D binding protein (DBP). Because the
affinity of 1,25D to the VDR is 1000-fold higher when compared to 25D, 1,25D is considered the main
activator of VDR-mediated effects [6]. Importantly, vitamin D is not only converted from 25D into
1,25D in the kidney, but is also locally activated by the CYP27B1-hydroxylase in many different
tissues, including brain, smooth muscle, breast and prostate, as well as cells of the immune system.
Thus, vitamin D can act not only in an endocrine, but also in a paracrine, intracrine or autocrine
manner [7,8]. In this process, the DBP seems to critically regulate the bioavailability of 25D for
monocytes, DCs and T cells [9–12].
The facts that (i) immune cell functions are critically regulated by bioactive 1,25D; and (ii) immune
cells metabolically participate in the generation of 1,25D from serum 25D, clearly document the
importance of vitamin D in shaping immune responses. Meanwhile, observational studies reported that
vitamin D deficiency is associated with an increased risk for various infectious diseases, including
tuberculosis, HIV, respiratory tract and HCV infections [8], thereby fuelling discussions as to whether
vitamin D deficiency is causally linked to an increased risk for infectious diseases. However, data from
controlled clinical trials remain poor and show contradictory results [13]. In this review, we discuss the
current knowledge of vitamin D immune regulatory functions in the context of infectious diseases,
highlighting its specific implications to innate and acquired host defense. Moreover, we speculate on
the difficulties and limitations to translate the current molecular medicine knowledge into practical
therapeutic recommendations.
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Figure 1. Number of scientific publications addressing “vitamin D” and “infection(s)” per year
(until 2014). Data from PubMed (US National Library of Medicine) search engines [14].
2. Vitamin D in Innate Host Defense
As members of the innate immune system, monocytes, macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs)
provide a crucial line of defense against infectious agents. Here, the central role of these cells relies on
two main aspects: first, they display special germ-line encoded pattern recognition receptors (PRRs),
e.g., toll-like receptors (TLRs), that are able to recognize conserved microbial motifs and initiate
cellular programs for pathogen killing and induction of inflammation; second, they use internalized
material for antigen presentation to T cells, providing an important interface with cells of the acquired
immune system. With respect to antimicrobial innate responses, we have contributed to the understanding
of the role of vitamin D in human host defense by characterizing an autocrine vitamin D pathway in
human monocytes/macrophages after stimulation by TLR2/1 ligand, T-cell-derived interferon-gamma
(IFN-γ) or T-cell-expressed CD40 ligand [15–18] (Figure 2). These receptors initiated a signaling
cascade that induced the upregulation of VDR and CYP27B1, resulting in conversion of 25D to 1,25D.
Subsequently, 1,25D triggered VDR activation and its dependent downstream induction
of antimicrobial peptides cathelicidin and human β-defensin 2 (DEFB4), autophagy and
phagosome maturation, resulting in intracellular killing of pathogens, as shown for Mycobacterium
tuberculosis [15–19], M. marinum [20] and M. leprosy [21]. In addition to direct activation of the
vitamin D host response, T cell cytokines differentially influenced TLR2/1-mediated induction of this
pathway: while the Th1-cytokine IFN-γ cooperated with a TLR2/1 ligand in inducing CYP27B1
activity, the Th2-cytokine IL-4 promoted the upregulation of CYP24A1, which catalyzes vitamin D to
an inactive form [22]. As a result, IFN-γ enhanced, while IL-4 suppressed the vitamin D-mediated
induction of cathelicidin, DEFB4 and autophagy. In addition, DEFB4 can be indirectly enhanced by
vitamin D upregulation of the nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-containing protein 2 (NOD2):
the activation of this PRR by muramyl dipeptide from Gram-negative/-positive bacteria induces the
NF-κB-mediated transcription of DEFB4 in humans [23,24]. Interestingly, cathelicidin and DEFB4 are
direct targets of the VDR in humans, yet not in rodents. The human promoter of cathelicidin contains
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three vitamin D response elements (VDRE), while the mouse has none [25]. DEFB4, which contains
one VDRE in its promoter, has no homolog in mouse [16].
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Figure 2. Proposed model of the vitamin D-dependent antimicrobial pathway.
Toll-like receptor (TLR)-2/1 ligand, TLR-8 ligand (innate immune mechanisms),
interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) and CD40 ligand (CD40L) (acquired immune mechanisms)
induce antimicrobial response in human monocytes/macrophages through different
signaling pathways; yet they converge on the upregulation of 25-hydroxyvitamin
D-1-α-hydroxylase (CYP27B1) and vitamin D receptor (VDR). CYP27B1 hydroxylates
25-hydroxyvitamin D (25D) into the bioactive 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (1,25D),
triggering VDR mediated upregulation of antimicrobial peptides (cathelicidin and human
β-defensin 2 (DEFB4)), as well as nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-containing
protein 2 (NOD2), which indirectly contributes to further DEFB4 increase. At the same
time, the 1,25D-bound VDR mediates downregulation of hepcidin (HAMP). HAMP favors
the cellular export of iron and makes the intracellular compartment inconvenient for the
survival/proliferation of pathogens. In addition, cathelicidin promotes autophagy, which
enhances autophagolysosomal fusion and antimicrobial activity.
The vitamin D innate host response is also active in many other cells, as is the case of keratinocytes,
gastrointestinal/bronchial epithelial cells, decidual and trophoblastic cells [8,26]. Accordingly, vitamin
D bactericidal action is broad-reaching and can provide protection against various pathogens, especially
in airway infections. Yin and colleagues, for example, have reported enhanced cathelicidin-mediated
killing of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Bordetella bronchiseptica in bronchial epithelial cells upon
vitamin D treatment [27]. Yet, of note, the mechanisms mediating vitamin D-dependent antimicrobial
responses are not the same for all cell types. In keratinocytes, IL-17 has been reported to enhance
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1,25D-dependent induction of cathelicidin via Act-1/MEK-ERK activation, even though IL-17 alone
had no influence on cathelicidin levels [28]. In contrast, Kao et al. identified IL-17 as a potent cytokine
directly inducing DEFB4 expression in the airway epithelium, a process reportedly mediated by JAK
and NF-κB signaling [29]. Intriguingly, however, during IL-17 co-stimulation of keratinocytes, 1,25D
restricted the expression of DEFB4 and other IL-17 target genes, like IL-6 and IL-8 [28]. In 2007,
Schauber et al. reported that in keratinocytes of wounded skin, TLR2/6 ligands and TGF-β can trigger
expression of VDR responsive genes involved in the induction of cathelicidin and other antimicrobial
peptides; among such genes, TLR2 and the TLR co-receptor CD14 [30]. This could explain the ability
of keratinocytes to rapidly sense and respond to TLR2 ligands, providing fast protection in wounds
against bacterial and fungal infections [30]. Remarkably, cathelicidin also displays antiviral effects,
thereby supporting host response against influenza virus or HIV [8]. In this instance, Campbell and
Spector observed inhibition of HIV replication in macrophages via vitamin D induction of autophagy
and phagosomal maturation, processes reportedly dependent on cathelicidin expression triggered by
TLR8 ligands [31,32] (Figure 2). Thus, it is tempting to speculate that if butyrate treatment (histone
deacetylase inhibitors) enhances 1,25D induction of cathelicidin, as previously demonstrated in human
keratinocytes [33], drugs targeting histone acetylation might constitute an interesting strategy to boost
vitamin D beneficial antimicrobial effects in the context of different infections. Even though the mouse
homolog of cathelicidin, CRAMP, is not under direct control of 1,25D, Muehleisen et al. reported that
it was induced by parathyroid hormone (PTH), and 1,25D induced the PTH receptor 1 in mouse
keratinocytes [34]. In their studies, mice that were on dietary vitamin D restriction responded with an
elevation in PTH, yet showed an increased risk for group A Streptococcus infection if they lacked
1,25D. Thus, the authors speculated that PTH signaling via its type 1 receptor compensate for
inadequate vitamin D during activation of antimicrobial peptide production [34]. In contrast to these
results, Love et al. found that the vitamin D induction of cathelicidin in human defense cells enhanced
group A Streptococcus resistance to killing via LL-37-mediated induction of streptococcal virulence
factors [35].
Recently, it was shown that cathelicidin and DEFB4 are not the only antimicrobial peptides
regulated by vitamin D, but also hepcidin [36] (Figure 2). This protein is known to modulate the tissue
distribution of iron by suppressing the ferroportin (cell membrane protein)-mediated export of cellular
iron. Bacchetta et al. reported that both 25D and 1,25D downregulate the expression of hepcidin in
cultured hepatocytes and monocytes [36]. Such downregulatory effect may constitute an interesting
tool against intracellular pathogens as M. tuberculosis, Salmonella typhimurium, Leishmania donovani,
Chlamydia psittaci, C. trachomatis, and Legionella pneumophila [37]: reduced expression of hepcidin
leads to increased export of iron and reduced concentrations inside the cellular environment. Since
bacterial survival and growth is dependent of iron, this may restrict proliferation of intracellular
pathogens; on the other hand, extracellular iron would be oppositely regulated, which could have an
undesired effect in the control of systemic infections [38].
Besides antimicrobial activity, the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines by macrophages and
DCs is important to orchestrate immune responses. The overproduction of these cytokines, on the other
hand, leads to unresolved inflammation and tissue injury. Zhang et al. reported that Vitamin D upregulates
MKP-1 to mediate suppression of pro-inflammatory cytokines in monocytes/macrophages [39].
However, most studies describing suppressive effects refer to time/dose-dependent events that are
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attributed to vitamin D feedback mechanisms to reduce tissue damage - among them, 1,25D mediated
downregulation of PRR (as TLR2, TLR4, Dectin-1 and mannose receptor) [40,41] and upregulation of
CYP24-hydroxylase [42,43]. Furthermore, it remains controversial whether vitamin D really
suppresses or even enhances pro-inflammatory cytokines in the context of infections. For instance,
vitamin D increased secretion of IL-1β in macrophages through direct transcriptional mechanisms both
in M. tuberculosis-infected and non-infected macrophages [44]. Nevertheless, IL-1β secretion was
only observed in infected cells, because IL-1β maturation was ultimately dependent on M. tuberculosis
induction of NLRP3 inflammasome-mediated caspase-1 activation [44]. Interestingly, macrophage
secretion of IL-1β induced DEFB4 production by co-cultured epithelial cells, which in turn, promoted
antimicrobial activity in the surrounding macrophages. Moreover, vitamin D was reported to boost the
expression of other key host defense cytokines and chemokines, including IL-6, IL-23, IL-12, IL-8,
TNF-α, CCL3, CCL4, CCL8, CCL20 and MIP1α in human macrophages [44,45]. Of note, increased
secretion of TNF-α and IL-6 by vitamin D-treated DCs has been observed [46–48], yet not consistently
interpreted as such [49]. Thus, vitamin D seems to trigger antimicrobial host defense and enhance early
inflammatory reactions necessary to cell recruitment and efficient coordination of immune responses,
meanwhile preventing extensive inflammation and tissue destruction by negative feedback mechanisms.
3. Vitamin D in Acquired Host Defense
Vitamin D modulates acquired host responses by directly acting on T cells [9,50,51] and indirectly
by regulating DC functions [52]. DCs express VDR, as well as CYP27a1 and CYP27b1 [53–56],
thereby locally generating relevant amounts of bioactive 1,25D. Most in vitro studies used 1,25D and
revealed that the phenotype of 1,25D-treated monocyte-derived DCs is characterized by low expression
of antigen-presenting and co-stimulatory molecules, as well as sustained CD14 expression [47,57–60].
This DC phenotype is relatively resistant to maturation and shows a reduced ability to trigger allogenic
T cell proliferation [57,59–61]. Moreover, 1,25D treatment promotes DC secretion of IL-10, a
regulatory T cell (Treg) promoting cytokine, over IL-12 family members, which are Th1/Th17-driving
cytokines [46–48,52,57–59,62].
In contrast to DCs, human resting memory and naïve CD4+ and CD8+ T cells reportedly express VDR
only at low levels. Nevertheless, VDR expression is upregulated upon T cell activation, which correlates
with the level of T cell stimulation, and is stabilized against proteasomal degradation by 1,25D [63–70].
Simultaneously, T cells upregulate CYP27b1 [51,67]. Thus, T cells are able to generate 1,25D from 25D
to modulate T cell effector functions in an autocrine fashion, independently of paracrine 1,25D secretion
by antigen-presenting cells (APCs) [51,67,68,71]. Both CD4+ and CD8+ memory T cell proliferation,
irrespective as to whether antigen-, leptin- or IL-2-induced, is inhibited by 1,25D. This has been linked to
a block in transition from early to late GI phase and lowering of IL-2 production through NF-AT/AP-1
complex [6,68,69,72–74]. Furthermore, in vitro assays suggest that 1,25D, by directly acting on T cells,
restricts Th1/Th17 cell differentiation and favors Th2 differentiation [9,70,75–81]. Moreover, 25D and
1,25D generated CTLA4+ and FoxP3+, IL-10-secreting Tregs [9,10,80,82]. Taken together, in addition to
DC-mediated effects, vitamin D also favors anti-inflammatory T cells phenotypes via its direct effect on
T cells.
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The observed immunosuppressive effects of vitamin D on DCs and T cells in vitro are in line with
clinical findings that vitamin D deficiency is linked with the risk for autoimmune diseases [83].
However, vitamin D deficiency has also been associated with a higher incidence of infections [83], in
which similar DC- and T cell-mediated mechanisms are important to mount an effective host response.
A possible explanation is that vitamin D promotes innate host defense, while balancing the acquired
host defense to limit excessive inflammation. Nevertheless, vitamin D was shown to be required for
induction of phospholipase C-γ1 (PLC-γ), which is important for full T cell activation during initiation
of human naïve T cell response to antigens [65]. Remarkably, it takes ca. 48 h between antigen
recognition and full upregulation of PLC-γ [65]. In this regard, it has been speculated that, if the innate
immune system is able to clear the infection rapidly, the vitamin D-mediated delay of full T cell
activation puts a break on excessive cell proliferation to avoid immunopathology [26,65]. Both 25D
and 1,25D influences lymphocyte trafficking by upregulation of CCR10 expression in vitro on naïve
and effector T cells, thereby contributing to T cell migration towards the skin [51,67]. Additionally,
Baeke et al. detected reduced surface expression of lymphoid organ-homing receptors CCR7, and
correspondingly upregulated inflammatory homing receptor CCR5 on T cells treated with a 1,25D
analog [84].
Most studies used classical allogenic T cell responses (mixed lymphocyte reactions), the in vitro
models of allograft rejection, to evaluate effect of vitamin D on APC-T cell interactions. It remains
possible that the induction of a T cell response to a foreign-antigen during infection is divergently
regulated, because it differently depends on antigen binding, antigen uptake, intracellular processing
(including degradation by proteasome and lysosomal-associated proteases), loading on MHC molecules
and also on the quality of MHC:peptide complexes [85]. For example, Olliver et al. demonstrated that
vitamin D enhanced expression of CD80, CD86 and MHC class II and migratory marker CCR7 on
DCs upon maturation with live pneumococci [84]. Nevertheless, vitamin D, as reported by others, also
skewed the DC-mediated T helper response from an inflammatory Th1/Th17 phenotype towards a
Treg cell phenotype in their study. A hypothetical mechanism by which vitamin D could have an
enhancing effect on presentation of pathogen-associated antigens is by inducing autophagy [86].
Autophagy is a highly conserved cellular pathway degrading intracellular engulfed material through
phagolysosomal fusion. Interestingly, autophagy enhances the MHC class I- and MHC class II-mediated
antigen presentation in cases of viral and bacterial [87–89] antigens. Vitamin D is a known important
inducer of autophagy, yet whether this is linked to antigen presentation is speculative.
4. Mouse Models of Infection
In line with the described in vitro observations, vitamin D receptor (VDR) knockout (KO) mice are
more susceptible to Th1-mediated autoimmunity, for instance, to multiple sclerosis and inflammatory
bowel disease. In addition, 1,25D treatment contributes to prolonged allograft survival in mouse
models [90–92]. In contrast, VDR KO mice have decreased production of Th2, making them more
resistant to Th2-cell driven experimental asthma [93]. In light of the in vitro and in vivo observations
in models of autoimmunity, transplantation and chronic inflammatory disease, one could hypothesize
that vitamin D impairs the ability of the host response to infection in mouse models [92]. In particular,
the host response against intracellular infections, in which CD4+ Th1 immune responses are
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fundamental to activate macrophages and to further instruct CD8+ cytotoxic T cells. However, in vitro
investigations of different mouse models, including VDR KO mice, 1,25D-treated wild type (WT)
mice, vitamin D deficient or sufficient WT mice, reveal conflicting results. VDR KO mice infected
with the intracellular pathogen L. major indeed showed smaller lesions and lower parasite burden,
which was related to decreased nitric oxide and an increased arginase-1 expression [94,95]. However,
the CD4+ and CD8+ Th1 responses were not altered in these mice. On the contrary, VDR KO mice
compared to controls showed only a slight delay in clearance of Listeria infection in young and old
mice, even though old VDR KO mice had lower memory CD4+ and CD8+ T cell numbers [96].
Moreover, VDR KO mice displayed a relatively unchanged ability compared to WT mice to clear
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, Candida albicans and Herpes simplex 1 [90,91,97]. In contrast,
Chlamydia infection, which is also controlled by a Th1-mediated immune response, was more
prolonged in VDR KO mice, because of a reduced expression of the anti-inflammatory leucocyte
elastase inhibitor [98].
Studies on extracellular pathogens show likewise controversial results. Chen et al. found that VDR
KO mice had lower Citrobacter rodentium load and faster pathogen clearance linked to a higher
number of IL-22-producing innate lymphoid cells (ILCs), which positively influenced antibacterial
peptide expression in epithelial cells [99]. Furthermore, vitamin D decreased effector and memory
CD8+ T cell differentiation and trafficking potential at early stages of T cell activation against
choriomeningitis virus [100]. In contrast, host resistance of VDR KO mice compared to WT was
unchanged when infected with Shistosoma mansoni or Bordetella pertussis [101]. Furthermore,
Nguyen et al. demonstrated that nutritional vitamin D deficiency leads to an increased Th2 host
response to Aspergillus fumigatus in mice via direct regulation of OX40L [102]. Of interest, in
A. fumigatus infected patients, this observation correlated with attenuated TGF-β+ Treg numbers and
was associated with a better disease outcome. The aforementioned study by Muehleisen et al. linked
vitamin D deficiency to an increased risk of infection by group A Streptococci [34]. In summary, it
seems that the effect of vitamin D on the host response and the outcome of an infection is critically
dependent on the infecting agent.
While a positive effect of vitamin D on innate host defense seems clear, the effect on acquired host
defense is not fully elucidated. Some mouse studies have unraveled mechanisms by which vitamin D
promotes acquired host responses. Enioutina et al. report in vaccination protocols that co-administration
of 1,25D in mice did not influence antigen presentation capabilities [103,104]. However, 1,25D
promoted trafficking of antigen-loaded myeloid DCs from draining lymph node to other secondary
lymphoid organs, thereby supporting the activation of a larger pool of T cells. Only transiently vitamin
D-exposed DCs properly activate naïve T cell responses, but not bone marrow-derived DCs under
constant vitamin D exposure. Strikingly, Lim et al. recently reported in a mouse model of systemic
candida infection that divergent 1,25D levels could be one explanation for the contradictory results in
in vitro and in vivo studies. They showed that low doses of 1,25D induced protective immunity against
systemic candida infection, mediated by IFN-γ, TNF-α, IL-17. In contrast, higher 1,25D doses led to
lower survival rates of candida-infected mice compared to controls. These data correlated with former
in vitro observations using PBMCs [41] and suggest that high doses of 1,25D are counterproductive in
infectious conditions. This could also explain, why treatment with high doses of 1,25D had no positive
effect for mice suffering from systemic candidiasis [101,105]. Taken together, we conclude that several
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studies identify immune boosting effects of vitamin D and shed some light on possible explanations for
differing effects of vitamin D on infections compared to autoimmune and graft-versus-host disease.
5. Comments on Therapeutic Intervention
The link between low 25D serum levels and the increased incidence of various infectious diseases, in
combination with the identification of molecular mechanisms in vivo and in vitro, by which vitamin D
regulates immune responses, have encouraged attempts to use vitamin D as a preventive agent and
adjuvant therapeutic for infectious diseases (reviewed in detail in [13]). However, the conclusions drawn
from clinical studies addressing the use of vitamin D on prevention and treatment of infectious diseases,
including tuberculosis, respiratory tract, HCV and HIV infections, have been inconsistent [13]. The
reasons are diverse [106]. One of the central issues of the study designs is the uncertainty regarding
doses and dosing intervals. This is directly related to the fact that clearly defined target 25D serum
levels, which could even differ in distinct infectious diseases, are missing. In addition, the increase of
25D serum levels by a given dose of vitamin D is significantly correlated with the pretreatment
baseline 25D levels [107]. Moreover, the target 25D level might be also patient specific, given that
genetic variations in the DBP and the VDR critically influence the end-organ bioavailability and
activation of vitamin D at various levels [9,11,108,109]. In this regard, it is also possible that serum
25D not bound to the DBP, that is, albumin-bound and free 25D, plays a greater role than generally
believed [106]. Furthermore, potential differences between vitamin D2 vs. vitamin D3 treatment
remain to be clarified [13,110]. Of note, some studies have been complicated by the facts that the study
population was not 25D deficient at baseline [13], or that the placebo group showed a similar increase
in 25D serum levels as the serum-treated group. Vitamin D, in contrast to many other drugs
investigated in clinical trials, is easily obtainable over-the-counter and/or from the sun. Another aspect
that might compromise the outcome of clinical trials is that pathogens can corrupt vitamin D host
defense pathways [21], which might also explain some of the differences observed in mouse studies
investigating different pathogens [101].
The use of vitamin D becomes even more complicated in the context of a general population-wide
vitamin D supplementation for prevention of infectious, or other extra-skeletal diseases. Given that
vitamin D levels are determined by common and individual factors, different groups have varying
recommendations of intake. In the absence of vitamin D supplementation, regular diet does not
contribute much to the vitamin D status in most populations, except in uncommon dietary habits. In
contrast, evolutionally, the human skin may have developed a system that fine-tunes vitamin D
synthesis, allowing us to obtain overall optimal levels at a given latitude and an outdoor life style.
However, critical common factors that determine the degree of vitamin D production in the skin
include the variations in sunlight exposure associated with the degree of air pollution, latitude, and
season [111,112]. As a consequence, UVB radiation is not sufficient to ensure adequate year-round
de novo vitamin D synthesis in most parts of the world [113]. In addition, UVB radiation is also the
main cause of human skin cancer, thus it is difficult, if not impossible, to make a general
recommendation to expose the skin to the sun for sufficient vitamin D synthesis. Furthermore, the
degree of cutaneous vitamin D production is dependent on individual factors. For example, it is known
that highly-pigmented and elderly individuals are at higher risk to vitamin D deficiency for they are
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less able to photosynthesize it: dark skin people need six-times more UVB exposure to reach the same
vitamin D serum levels of Caucasians [114] and individuals over 70-year-old synthesize more than
two-fold less the amount of vitamin D they did before their 20s [115]. The same applies to the obese
population, recent reports show 57% lower cutaneous production than the normal weight population [116].
In addition, obese individuals present reduced vitamin D intestinal absorption [116]. Other conditions
that interfere with the gut absorbance of lipids, as in inflammatory bowel disease, constitute additional
factors compromising the contribution from diet to our daily vitamin D quota [117]. The influence of
all these different aspects on the vitamin D status, in combination with patient- and disease-specific
target 25D serum levels, raises concerns as to whether a general recommendation of vitamin D
supplementation or treatment is possible at all without a complex risk stratification taking individual
genetic, biometric and environmental aspects into account. In summary, despite the progress made in
identifying molecular mechanisms by which vitamin D regulates host defense in mice and humans, the
lack of robust data from rigorously designed clinical trials make transfer of studies from bench to
bedside very difficult [13,83,118]. It remains to be seen if the identification of biomarkers, for instance
with the help of large scale microarrays and ChIP sequencing [119], will help to group individuals
corresponding to their responsiveness to vitamin D [120,121], and if this will finally translate into
robust data from clinical trials and into personalized medicine approaches.
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